Skat size card template
2.32”x3.58” (full bleed of 2.56x3.82”) at 300DPI

Safe Area Line
Keep text and other important part of your design INSIDE the safe area.
(2.08x3.34 inches(safe)/624x1002 pixel in 300DPI)

Cut Area Line
Finished dimensions of your design after cut.
(2.32x3.58 inches(safe)/696x1074 pixel in 300DPI)

Bleeding area
Extend your design fully through this area to avoid the chance of any white lines appearing.
(2.56x3.82 inches(safe)/768x1146 pixel in 300DPI)

IMPORTANT
Delete this template before saving your files into JPEG,BMP, PNG, GIF or TIFF format for uploading
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